
HOW TO MAKE A BUSINESS PLAN FOR BANK LOAN

Not sure how to create a business plan to get a bank loan? Here's how to simplify the planning process by breaking the
work into smaller chunks.

Any specialized software or equipment and tools should also be covered here. Step 1: Outline The
Opportunity This is the core of your business plan. How will you create customers and get them interested in
your business? For anyone wanting to take a quick look at the proposal, the executive summary contains key
points and details that can help for a picture about the business. Lenders look to a loan proposal as evidence
that your business has strong management, experience, and a thorough understanding of the marketplace.
Execution strategy Lenders would also want to know how you plan to execute your idea once you get the
money. A business plan is a strategic map. Rather, these two documents should be complementary. It's
basically an introduction to your company, summarizing the main points of your plan. You can also use this
section to detail any processes that are important to your operations, as well as any industry, tax or legal
regulations related to your business. It should describe the trade, service or manufacturing activity that you are
engaged in, how long and a background about the existence of the business. About Us. Describe the terms you
hope to receive interest rate, term, etc. Figuring out which metrics are most important and then tracking them
is essential for growth. Projected Cash Flow. LivePlan makes it easy to write a winning business plan No risk
â€” includes our 60â€”day money back guarantee Modern, Simplified LivePlan simplifies business planning,
budgeting, forecasting, and performance tracking for small businesses and startups. Financial documents that
bring out your revenue, state the cost of running the business is particularly necessary. A Business Plan is a
written document that describes your core business objectives and how you plan to achieve them over a set
period of time. As in every part of your small business loan proposal, make sure you are completely honest
and transparent. Consider any risks you face and how you will overcome them. Be sure to have your
accountant, financial advisor or attorney review your loan documents and spell out everything for you very
carefully before you sign. Here are 3 items that your plan must have: Simply put, this is your projections for
your business finances. Allows you to measure your progress as you go along. Market Pricing: By conducting
this market research, you can give the best estimate of where you should be pricing your products , how you
should distribute your product, and how you can get ahead with promotional strategies. Are you the free
service? For instance, small business lenders will be most interested in financial projections. Other Items if
applicable Lease or copies of proposal Franchise agreement. Why should your target market choose you over
the other products or services available? Loan Repayment. State the amount of money you need and how you
determined this amount. Business Financial Statements. Bankers prefer to lend to companies that are almost,
but not quite, financially robust enough to pursue their objective without the loan. Production planâ€”Your
banker will want to know if you have the operational capacity to handle your projected sales. Don't forget the
Executive Summary The Executive Summary is the first section of your business plan, but we recommend you
tackle it last. For example: A taco stand might compete directly with another taco stand, but indirectly with a
nearby hot dog vendor. You can also cover your office space and any plans to move outside your house. Think
you don't have any competition? Helps you set out your goals and spot any potential problems in achieving
these goals. It provides an overview of how financially sound your business is.


